PART TIME Ph.D. (CATEGORY-B)  2011 onwards

REGULATIONS

1. PREAMBLE:

Bharathiar University offers Part-time Ph.D. programme (CATEGORY-B) to throw opportunity to enter the research arena. Under this category, candidates who fulfill the eligibility criteria can register for Ph.D. programme under a Research Supervisor recognized by the Bharathiar University. The Research Supervisor under this category may work in the Bharathiar University Departments or in the Affiliated Colleges / Approved Research Institutions of Bharathiar University or Working in Colleges, Universities or Research Institutions / Approved R & D Labs outside Bharathiar University area.

The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) is awarded to a candidate who, as per these regulations, has submitted a thesis on the basis of original and independent research in any particular discipline/subject that makes a contribution to the advancement of knowledge, which is approved by duly appointed examiners.

2. ELIGIBILITY:

For purposes of admission to the Part time Ph.D. programme (Category-B) a candidate should have obtained a Master’s Degree in the discipline in which he / she wants to register for Ph.D. programme with a minimum of 55% marks (5% relaxation for SC/ST Candidates) in the qualifying examinations under (10+2+3+2) system.

Further as per UGC regulations, the candidate who has acquired less than 55% (50% in the case of SC / ST candidates) has to give an undertaking that he / she is not eligible for teaching positions.

Any Chartered Accountant / Cost Accountant / Company Secretary with a minimum period of three years of experience after obtaining their professional qualification is eligible for Ph.D. registration in Commerce discipline.

Candidates, satisfying the eligibility criteria can register for PhD programmes in Arts, Humanities, Commerce, Management and Sciences, under a guide who can be chosen from a Pool of Research Supervisors created by Bharathiar University.

Engineering qualification will not be accepted as eligibility for Ph.D. in Management. M.B.A. or equivalent to M.B.A. (necessary proof must enclosed with application) alone eligible for admission into Ph.D. in Management.

There is no age limit for the candidate.

3. REGISTRATION:

Applications for admission to the Part time Ph.D. programme (Category-B) will be received throughout the year. However there will be two sessions for Registration as mentioned below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session I</td>
<td>July Session – for applications received till 31st May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session II</td>
<td>December Session – for applications received till 31st October</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. SELECTION PROCEDURE:

The selection of candidates for provisional admission shall be based on the following procedure:

A candidate seeking admission to Ph.D. programme shall submit the Application form directly to the University along with a brief research proposal of 250 words, experience certificate and publications, if any.

The selection shall be based on the performance of the candidate in the Entrance test (written and oral test). The written test should examine research aptitude, grasp of the subject, intellectual ability and general knowledge of the prospective candidates for admission. Candidates who have passed UGC/CSIR/NET/SLET examinations shall be exempted from the written test but they shall have to take the oral test.

Candidates will be short listed based on their performance in the Entrance Test and those who are successful in the Entrance Test shall be allowed for the oral test. Those candidates who clear both the Entrance test and the Subsequent Oral Test shall be considered for admission to this programme.

5. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR RESEARCH SUPERVISOR:

Every Scholar registered for the part time Ph.D. programme shall work under the continuous supervision of a recognized Research Supervisor. Teachers/Scientists/Researchers working in Universities / Affiliated Colleges / Scientists/Researchers working in various regional and National Institutions/Organizations/Industrial Establishments (which are recognized as Research Centers by this University), located within or outside Bharathiar University jurisdiction possessing a Ph.D. degree and having completed a minimum of 1 year after Ph.D. at least one publication and one best article published in a journal must enclosed with the application are eligible to be included in the list of research supervisors.

The Research Supervisors who have already obtained approval for Bharathiar University Regular and Part-Time Ph.D. Programme and working in the University Department/affiliated College of the Bharathiar University need not pay the application fee.

A person (i.e. existing guide) who has retired from service but below the age of 62 on the date of application is also eligible to continue for as a research supervisor with due approval from the University.

The candidate for Registration / Recognition as Research Supervisor should apply in the prescribed format available in the University Website and the application should be routed through proper channel.

The Candidate, if recognized for Ph.D. guidance by a recognized University in India shall attach a copy of the certificate with the application.

The names, addresses and other particulars of Research Supervisors, registered by the University under the scheme will be published in the University Website.

Application for registration as Research Supervisor may be submitted throughout the year.

If before submission of the thesis by the candidate, the Research Supervisor crosses the age of 65 or leaving the Institution and unable to guide, the candidate will be allotted to some other suitable Supervisor by the University. The candidate will also be consulted for the same. However, depending on the progress made by a candidate, a grace period also may be given by the University to the Supervisor for completion of Ph.D. work of his/her candidates till the submission of the thesis.
Part-time Ph.D. (Category-B) Programme is applicable to Arts/Science/Humanities University only. Engineering University/College faculty members with their P.G./Ph.D. Degree under Engineering discipline awarded by Engineering University are not eligible to guide the part-time Ph.D. (Category-B) of Bharathiar University. They cannot guide Ph.D. Programme of candidate working in Arts/Science/Humanity subjects of non-Engineering Universities. However, if any one of their degrees (P.G./M.Phil./Ph.D. of such engineering faculty) is awarded by the Bharathiar University (or by other equivalent Arts/Science/Humanities Universities) are eligible to become Ph.D. supervisor under Category B.

The application of guideship from faculty specialized in the following subjects/discipline are not considered, since the Bharathiar University is not entitled to other Degree/Diplomas on the following discipline:

(a) Engineering  
(b) Agriculture  
(c) Pharmacy  
(d) Medicine  
(e) Law  
(f) Veterinary.

Those who are involved in teaching or doing research on a particular subject in particular College/Research Institute approved by a University are eligible to guide Ph.D. on that subject alone under Part-time Ph.D. (Category-B) Programme. For Eg. The Physical Director/Directress working in the Arts/Science/Engineering Colleges are not eligible to guide Ph.D. in the discipline of Physical Education as they are not involved in Ph.D. teaching/research. However, the faculty members working in the Physical Education College/Universities are eligible to guide the Part-time Ph.D. (Category-B) Programme.

6. POOL OF RESEARCH SUPERVISOR:

The applications of the Research Supervisors will be scrutinized by the University. After this scrutiny the applicants will be registered as a Research Supervisor under the scheme and the names of Registered Research Supervisors will be included in the list of Research Supervisors and the same will be published in the University Website under the Pool of Research Supervisors.

7. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CANDIDATES:

A Research Supervisor shall not undertake to offer guidance for Ph.D. research work for more than eight candidates at a time including full time and part-time research scholars. This maximum number shall also include the candidates, if any, who are being supervised by a research supervisor but however registered with Bharathiar University and other universities, colleges and institutions. The Supervisor shall be required to give a declaration in the prescribed format (See Annexure) to this effect at the time of registration. Further, a Research Supervisor is not permitted to take more than three research scholars at a time for supervision and guidance under this scheme.

8. HONORARIUM For RESEARCH SUPERVISOR:

The University will pay to Research Supervisor a honorarium of Rs.2500/- per year for each candidate registered under him/her. The total honorarium per candidate shall not exceed Rs.10,000/- for completion of Ph.D. degree of one candidate.

A Research Supervisor has to give an undertaking that he/she will not exploit the candidate monetarily or for any other personal benefit for offering guidance and supervision.

The University reserves the right to withdraw the recognition given to research supervisor in the event of complaint received from candidates after due enquiry or to take suitable action to address the grievances of the candidate. If complaints of harassment in any form are reported by the candidate, the University shall cancel the recognition of guideship and the same will be informed to the institution or the Universities in which the supervisor is employed. The candidate will be allotted to some other guide.
The guide can also complain against the student and after due enquiry and recommendations the registration of the candidate can be withdrawn.

9. DURATION OF RESEARCH:

A candidate who has registered for Ph.D. programme on Part time Registration with Post graduate qualification shall work for a minimum period of four years. In case of M.Phil. qualification, the candidate shall work for a minimum period of three years and a maximum period of five years

Extension of time for submission of Ph.D. thesis shall be granted up to a maximum period of 2 years on payment of the fees prescribed from time to time. Such extension will be granted for a duration of 6 months in the first instance & additional three such extension may be granted. That is a total extension of 2 years with specific recommendation of Supervisor may be given.

10. DOCTORAL COMMITTEE:

The members of the Doctoral Committee shall consist of
1. Research Supervisor
2. Subject Expert from Affiliated College / other Universities nominated by the Vice-Chancellor
3. One member of faculty from the respective discipline in university nominated by the Vice-Chancellor
4. One member of syndicate
5. HOD of the respective discipline in the University
6. Director, Research and Development Centre

A minimum of three members shall form the quorum for the Doctoral Committee Meetings. The Doctoral Committee shall meet once in a year for each scholar until the scholar submits the synopsis of his/her thesis. The scholars have to attend at least three Review Meetings including Synopsis Review Meeting. Based on the recommendation, it will be informed through mail to the scholars to submit the Synopsis in person only.

11. ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS:

The part-time scholars be required to have put in a minimum of 30 contact days in each year of his/her Ph.D. programme directly under Research Supervisor, in one / two/ three spells. The Research supervisor should certify in this regard.

The scholar (the candidate) should present his / her research work in the Doctoral Committee at least once in an year. Each year there will be a doctoral committee meeting. The candidate should present his / her annual progress report along with the guide before the committee and carry out the suggestions or remarks of the committee in relation to his research work.

Before submission of the synopsis, the candidate should present his / her progress before the Doctoral Committee and he / she has to go by the advice of the committee to incorporate / modify / do further work to enrich the thesis and then submit the synopsis.

The Research Scholar must maintain a record or diary of work done which shall contain the details of work assigned, discussion etc. and the same shall be attested by the supervisor. This diary shall be presented at the time of annual review of the progress of the research by the Doctoral Committee.

12. APPLICATION FOR PROVISIONAL REGISTRATION:

A Candidate shall apply in the prescribed application format available in the website. (application fee 1000/- non-refundable).
The annual fee (non-refundable) is Rs.20,000/- for candidates in India. The annual fee is Rs.18,000/- per annum for candidate residing in Bharathiar University area. *Proof of residence shall be as per Government Norms.*

The annual fee (non-refundable) for Chartered Accountants / Cost Accountant / Company Secretary is Rs.30,000/-. For foreign candidates (by residing or by employment) the annual fee (non-refundable) will be US $4000 (four thousand US dollars) per annum.

A candidate has to keep his / her registration alive by paying the prescribed fee within the due dates. Delayed payment, if any, for a period up to 1 month from the due date shall be accepted with a fine of Rs.2,000/-. Those candidates seeking extension for completing the research work shall pay a fee of Rs.10,000/- for each extension.

For candidates in India they should appear for the Entrance Test in person. For foreign candidates counseling will be done through video conferencing. Separate Committees may be formed for video conferencing of foreign candidates.

Every applicant who satisfies all the eligibility conditions prescribed shall be called for Entrance Test and after selection by the Committee, the University shall provisionally register him/her for the part time Ph.D. programme.

**13. CANCELLATION OF THE Ph.D. REGISTRATION:**

(a) In case of candidates who do not successfully complete Part I Examination of the Ph.D. programme within TWO years, their registration shall be cancelled by the University on the expiry of such period.

(b) In case of such cancellation, the candidate shall be intimated about the grounds on which the registration is being proposed for cancellation.

(c) In case of any representation from the candidate, the Registrar shall refer the matter to the competent authority which may either suggest cancellation or change of supervisor depending on the merit of the case.

**14. COURSE WORK AND EXAMINATION**

14.1 Every candidate provisionally registered for the Ph.D. Programme shall undergo course work/Part-I of Ph.D. in the first year. The Research Scholars must complete the course requirements normally within a period of 1½ years in order to proceed further with his/her Ph.D. research.

I. Course Work:

After having been admitted, each Ph.D. scholar shall be undertaken course work for a minimum period of one semester. The course work shall be treated as pre Ph.D. preparation and must include a course on research methodology which may be related to research problem. It may also involve reviewing of published research in the relevant field. It shall decide the minimum qualifying requirement for allowing a scholar to proceed further with the writing of the thesis. In this connection, the guide will prepare the Syllabus and conduct the examination and evaluation and same has to be submitted to the R & D Centre, Bharathiar University for further evaluation. **Necessary certificate will be issued by the R & D Centre.**
II. Examination (Part-I)

Written papers (under Part I) (same as Part I of M.Phil.) (Syllabus available in the University web-site)

Paper I : Research Methodology (Research methods of concerned discipline)
Paper II : An advanced paper in the subject concerned
Paper III : Background (special) Paper related to his / her Ph.D. Work.
(Pertaining to the area of specialization chosen by the candidate under a guide)

* Candidates registered for Ph.D. programme with P.G. qualification, must qualify with Part- I irrespective of the faculty in which they belong.

The course work as prescribed for the full-time Ph.D. programme shall be followed for Ph.D. (Part-Time) as well.

* Candidates, who have completed M.Phil. in a particular discipline at the time of admission, shall be exempted in writing all the three papers of the Ph.D. programme.

The candidate should take the Part-I Examination when conducted by the University. The schedule of examination is common for full time and part time research candidates and hence the candidates have to check with the office of the Controller of Examinations for the exact date of examinations. The theory examination (Part-I) shall be normally held in Bharathiar University campus only.

14.2 Thesis (under Part II):

Each candidate shall be required to choose a research problem in his / her chosen area of research specialization and submit a thesis incorporating the results of his / her investigation, carried out under the supervision of a recognized supervisor.

15. CHANGE OF SUPERVISORS AND TRANSFER OF SCHOLARS:

(i) Transfer of Ph.D. scholars from one supervisor to another supervisor can be effected on the merit of the case with prescribed fee.

(ii) The supervisor who wishes to avail leave / lien / deputation beyond a period of six months shall nominate a co-guide in the concerned subject for the candidate registered with him / her and such nomination be intimated to the University in advance for approval.

16. CHANGE OF TOPIC / SPECIALIZATION:

Change of topic of research by the candidate is permitted in exceptional cases. The time limit fixed for change of topic of research in the PhD Programme is as follows:

Within twenty four months from the date of registration, in case of candidates registered with Master’s Degree qualification and within eighteen months from the date of registration, in case of candidates registered with M.Phil. qualification.

17. SUBMISSION OF SYNOPSIS AND THESIS:

17.1. SUBMISSION OF SYNOPSIS

a) The candidates shall submit to the University, through his / her Supervisor, six copies of the synopsis of the thesis proposed to be submitted by him / her, along with the prescribed fees, certificates etc., as per the recommendation of the Doctoral Committee and the instruction of the R & D Centre before three months but not earlier than six months of the date of submission of the thesis.
b) While forwarding the SYNOPSIS, the Supervisor shall submit to the University, in a sealed cover, the prescribed panels of examiners with brief Curriculum – Vitae which must contain e-mail id, for evaluating the thesis and for the conduct of the Viva-Voce examination.

c) Before submission of thesis, the candidate should present his / her progress before the Doctoral Committee and he / she has to go by the advice of the Committee to incorporate / modify / further work, etc for the thesis and then submit the thesis.

d) Not later than SIX MONTHS after the submission of the Synopsis and after the expiry of the minimum period of research prescribed, every candidate shall submit FIVE COPIES of the thesis embodying the results of the research carried out by him / her along with the prescribed application fee after approval of the draft thesis.

17.2. SUBMISSION OF THESIS:

The title of the Synopsis and title of the Thesis shall invariably be the same.

a) As per the Instruction of the Research & Development Centre, the title page of the thesis, plain (with out colour) cover format, etc., should strictly conform to the format of presentation as prescribed and the thesis (all copies) should carry a declaration by the candidate and certificate duly signed and issued by the Supervisor. The thesis should NOT be hard bound and it should have a thin and flexible cover.

b) The Ph.D. Thesis/Synopsis may generally be written in English (for subjects other than languages). However the thesis may be written in Tamil provided a translated copy of the Abstract/summary in English is also appended.

c) (i) Candidates with only PG qualification shall be permitted to submit their thesis, within the period of six years but after 4 years from the date of Registration.

(ii) Candidates with M.Phil. qualification shall be permitted to submit their thesis, within a period of five years, but after three years from the date of Registration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PG Degree holders</th>
<th>M.Phil. Degree holders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Period</td>
<td>Maximum Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Period</td>
<td>Maximum Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d) Every candidate shall submit with his / her application for the Ph.D. degree and the thesis, a declaration by himself / herself and a certificate from the supervisor in the prescribed formats, given below. An extra copy of each of the certificate and declaration, have to be submitted along with the thesis.

(i) DECLARATION

I…………………………………………………hereby declare that the thesis, entitled …………………………………………………………………………submitted to the Bharathiar University, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the award of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in …………………… is a record of original and independent research work done by me during ………………… under the supervision and guidance of Dr / Mr. / Ms …………………………………………………………………Department of …………………and it has not formed the basis for the award of any Degree / Diploma / Associateship / Fellowship or other similar title to any candidate in any University.

Date: Signature of the candidate
(ii) CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that the thesis entitled "..........., submitted to the Bharathiar University, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the award of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in ................. .................is a record of original research work done by Mr. / Ms. ................. during the period .................of his / her study in the Research & Development Centre, Bharathiar University, under my supervision and guidance and the thesis has not formed the basis for the award of any Degree / Diploma / Associate ship / Fellowship or other similar title to any candidate of any University.

Date: 

Signature of the Guide
(with seal)

Countersigned:

Director
Research & Development Centre

18. RE – REGISTRATION

Candidates, who have not submitted the thesis at the end of the prescribed maximum period (five years for those with M.Phil. qualification and six years for those with PG qualification), may choose to re-register under the same supervisor in the same topic with the payment of prescribed fees. Under such instances, the re-registered candidate shall be permitted to submit his / her thesis after a period of ONE YEAR but not later than TWO Years.

For re-registered candidates with change of supervisor and / or topic of the thesis, the required period would be similar to that of freshly registered candidates.

19. ADJUDICATION OF THE Ph.D. THESIS

a) For all Ph.D. thesis (except Tamil), the panel must consist of three foreign examiners, three examiners from outside Tamilnadu and three examiners from outside the geographical jurisdiction of Bharathiar University, but within Tamilnadu. No two examiners shall be from the same institution.

b) For Ph.D. thesis in Tamil, the panel may consist of four examiners from outside Tamilnadu and four examiners outside the geographical jurisdiction of Bharathiar University.

c) The examiners to conduct Ph.D. Public Viva-voce examination may be from within Tamilnadu or from Universities in the neighboring states.

d) An examiner, within India may be appointed to evaluate the Ph.D. thesis in the subject of Tamil, as well as thesis written in Tamil in the subjects of Linguistics and other Indian Languages in lieu of a foreign examiner due to paucity of foreign examiners.

e) Only a Full-time faculty working in the cadre of Senior Lecturer / Reader /Associate Professor and above may be considered for appointment as Foreign Examiner for Ph.D. thesis evaluation.

f) The thesis submitted by the candidate shall be referred for valuation to a Board of Examiners consisting of three persons, of whom two may be from the panel of examiners suggested (one from outside Tamilnadu, and one from outside India) and the third will be the Supervisor.
Each member of the Board shall adjudicate the thesis and shall submit a detailed report (in the prescribed form) on the merits and demerits of the thesis and finally indicate whether the thesis is ‘Not commended’, ‘Commended’ or ‘Recommended for resubmission’.

The evaluation of thesis, submitted by the candidate who has undertaken his / her research under a guide and a co-guide, be evaluated by the guide only.

g). If the University does not get the evaluation report from the examiner even after the second reminder, another examiner shall be appointed in his / her place.

h). In case, both Indian and Foreign examiners have not commended the thesis, the thesis shall be rejected and the registration cancelled.

In case one of the two examiners has not commended the thesis, the thesis shall be referred again to a fourth examiner, Indian or Foreign as the case may be (i.e. if the thesis is not commended by a foreigner, the fourth examiner shall be a foreigner and if it is not commended by an Indian, the fourth examiner shall be an Indian).

In the event of either the Indian or the Foreign examiner rejects the thesis, till the report of the other examiner is received, the thesis should not be sent to the fourth examiner for adjudication.

In case, the fourth examiner commends the thesis, it will be accepted and the candidate shall appear for the Public Viva-voce examination. However, if the fourth examiner does not commend the thesis, the thesis shall be rejected and the registration cancelled.

i). As soon as the reports of evaluation are received from the examiners by the University, they shall be sent to the guide for preparing a consolidated report.

ii). If the examiners insist on corrections to be made in the thesis, the same shall be made before appearing for the Public Viva-voce examination, along with a certificate from the Supervisor that the corrections have been satisfactorily made.

iii). If the examiner (s) suggest a revision and re-submission of the thesis, then the revised thesis duly certified by the guide shall be accepted and the candidate shall appear for the viva-voce.

iv) In case of a thesis which has been not specifically 'commended' or 'not commended' but a revision suggested, the thesis shall be revised and the thesis duly certified by the Supervisor shall be sent to the examiner who has suggested there vision for obtaining the commendation.

v) In case of a thesis which has been commended and revision suggested, a certificate from the Supervisor that the revision is satisfactory, would suffice.

j). The candidate whose thesis has been approved shall submit himself / herself to a Public Viva-voce Examination to be conducted by one external Indian examiner, the Supervisor and the members of the Department in the subject concerned where he / she conducted research and outside specialists, if any. The venue of the Public Viva-Voce Examination shall ordinarily be in the Bharathiar University campus and this shall be decided in consultation with the Supervisor. The first notification for Ph.D. Viva-voce Examination may be issued only after the Examiner - Research Supervisor for the candidate, received the approval to issue the first notice from the University authorities.
ii) 15 clear days of notice may be required to be given for issue of second notification from the first notification. 15 clear days may be required to be given for conducting the Viva-voce examination from the date of issue of the second notification.

iii) The Supervisor shall fix the date and time of the viva-voce examination in consultation with the concerned Head of the University Dept./Director and External Examiner appointed by the University for conducting the Viva-Voce examination. After conducting the viva-voce examination, the Supervisor shall convey to the University, the result of such examination endorsed by the external examiner. A candidate who is successful in the public viva-voce examination shall be declared to have qualified for the Ph.D. degree by the Syndicate.

iv) A candidate who is not successful at the Public viva-voce examination may be permitted to undergo the viva-voce examination a second time, within a period of three months but not before one month after the first viva-voce.

v). The time-limit to resubmit the revised thesis, as per the suggestions for revision and resubmission of thesis by the examiner(s) shall not exceed twelve full months.

vi) A candidate shall not ordinarily be permitted to submit the thesis for the Degree or to take the Public Viva-voce examination on more than two occasions.

vii) The Supervisor is to furnish a certificate, as follows, along with the report of the viva-voce examination, in connection with the publication of the thesis by the candidate, at a later date.

**CERTIFICATE**

This is to certify that

i) The corrections / modifications suggested by the examiners have been incorporated and

ii) Thesis does not have any objectionable material. Hence the thesis is fit for publication, if the candidate so desires.

SUPERVISOR

**20. PUBLICATION OF THE THESIS:**

A thesis whether approved or not shall not be published in full without the permission of the Syndicate and the Syndicate may grant permission for the publication under such conditions as it may impose;

Provided that a candidate may during the course of his / her research publish papers in standard research journals as advised by his / her supervisor, but the thesis as a whole shall not be published without obtaining permission of the Syndicate mentioned supra.

Permission for publication of the thesis should be obtained within FIVE years of the award of the degree.

**21. CONFERMENT OF THE DEGREE**

A candidate shall be eligible for the conferment of Ph.D. degree, if he / she has undergone the prescribed programme for a period of not less than three years, (for those registered with M.Phil. qualification) and four years (for those registered with Master’s degree qualification) in an institution affiliated to/ approved by the University and passed all the examinations and fulfills such conditions as have been prescribed therefore.

Candidates who qualify for the Ph.D. degree shall be awarded the degree in the discipline in which the candidate was registered.

***
I ________________________________ (M / F) aged ________

Recognized as a Research Supervisor* for Part-Time Ph.D. (Category-B) programme by Bharathiar University hereby accept to guide and supervise the candidate Mr. / Mrs. / Miss. ________________________________ for Ph.D. programme under the above mentioned scheme. I will abide by the rules and regulations of the Ph.D. programme.

Signature (with Seal)

Place :

Date:

Address for Communication:

Phone: Land Line: Mobile:
(including code) E – Mail:

* Should have been enrolled in the ‘Pool of Research Supervisors’ uploaded in the University website by the Research and Development Centre.
FORM – 2

BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY::COIMBATORE
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

PARTICULARS OF CANDIDATES REGISTERED
UNDER THE RESEARCH SUPERVISOR

I  Dr._____________________________ working as __________________________

hereby declare that the following candidates (including the candidates selected
in the current batch of this University) are pursuing Ph.D. under my guidance as
detailed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the candidate</th>
<th>Registration Date</th>
<th>Full-Time / Part-Time</th>
<th>Name of the University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signature (with Seal)

Place :
Date:

Address for Communication
with Phone & Mobile Nos. :
Name of the Candidate : 

Subject : 

Date of Registration : 
(Not applicable for I Year Fees) 

Registration Number : 
(Not applicable for I Year Fees but enclose attested copy of PG/M.Phil. Provisional/Degree Certificate) 

Admitted during the Batch : 

Annual Fee for the Year : First / Second / Third / Fourth / Fifth / Sixth / Extension 
(Please tick the appropriate year) 

Date of Entrance Test : 
(Applicable for I year) 

**PAYMENT DETAILS** : 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Bank</th>
<th>Demand Draft / Challan No.</th>
<th>DD / Challan Date</th>
<th>Amount (Rs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

[Enclose attested copy of PG/M.Phil. Provisional/Degree Certificate – applicable for First year ]

Address for Communication : 

**Mobile No.** : 

Name of the Guide : 

Date: 

Signature of the Candidate